Special Lectures

The Legacy and Solemn Duty and Manifest Destiny of Soka University Graduates
Hon. Hilario G. Davide 1

Know Thyself
Tursunail Karimovichre Kuziev 13

The Higher Humanism: The Path to Enlightenment
Nur Yalman 21

Article

Philosophy of Daisaku Ikeda on Global Citizenship Education
Lin Tsai Mei 29

Lectures

Introduction to History of Soka Education Society
Koichi Kandachi 61

“Choose for Life” and Way of Hope:
The 40th Anniversary of the Publication of “Choose life”
Goro Yoshizawa 101

Philosophy in era of earth: Relevant Implication of the Dialogue of Daisaku Ikeda and Arnold Toynbee
Masaru Sato 119

Soka University Pioneer Days:
History of Institute of the Japanese Language
Keiko Ishikawa 135

Short History of Soka Education (Education for Value Creation)
Takao Ito 151

Report

The Direction of Ikeda Thoughts and its Studies in China (12)
Tsuyoshi Takahashi 159

Document

‘Articles of speech meeting on education’ serialized in “Kyoiku-kai” (2) 167